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Abstract

What you should know before opting for this treatment with those 
sounds that come out in advertising before you must first take into 
account and if you are looking for an effective result you should 
go to a profesional. The main thing is that your dentist must 
examine you and make a diagnosis, since to enhance a dental 
whitening safely,  your mouth must be completely healthy, free 
of decay and withoutgum pockets.It is also important that you 
know that the products that are sold in the drugs can not exceed 
0.1% of hydrogen peroxide (the main substanceinvolved in the 
blaunchshould not use more thanwhat is prescribe in the product 
apply it for more time to get the desiredeffectbecause that solb 
can bring you harmful consequences such as damaging enamel 
problems in the enlas and dental sensitivity. Be careful with 
the products that are offered by television and social networks 
conresuta two "amazingwastethen the homemadeway, and taken 
the decision to go to a specialist “ The first thing you should know 
is that the professionalshouldanalyze your case and define the 
appropriatechemicalcompound and individually the dose and form 
of application . Not only is it the best treatment for whitening the 
surface of the teeth, but it is alsosafe and comfortable. How long 
is the result of tooth whitening? Nothing is forever, teeth whitening 
can last from one to threeyears, everything willdepend on your 
habits of hygiene and if you are  assiduouscoffee ,  the wine or if 
you smoke  repeat the propertreatment or a  apply that tempo. 
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